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Abstract: 
Mean  
By P.S. Gravel, mean of suitable foreign direct investment. 
  When foreign appliers keep his moneys in economics property likes:- factories, 
land area, economic depended things and rightness shapes areas so it calls foreign direct 
investment. Most of the taxes are given by large amines companies. 
  According to Kuldeep Gupta: means of F.D.I. is to manage and to make full 
possessions companies in India by Foreign appliers. It gather also a company to buy many parts 
of its aim.   
 
Needed for FDI in progressive economics 
  One of the aspects of economic reform programme is to replenish the prevailing 
shortfall in domestic capital. Additional capital investment is needed to supplement the financing 
part of development projects undertaken by corporate enterprises. In this backdrop, foreign direct 
investment (FDI) is an imperative input for sustained economic development. We then as a 
logical choose try to evaluate the depth and intensity of FDI in course of pursuing structural 
reform programmes, as discussed hereunder.  
  Collaboration under reform programme may take various forms. Collaboration of 
information and dissemination of information through computer, automated technology is an 
important element of successful implementation of reform measures. It may include shared 
sources of materials and technology, basic pre-competitive research, agreed norms for trading, 
common branding for exports consortium approach for facilities from training to warehousing, 
sharing of macroeconomic forecasts and industrywise studies, syndicated media and marketing 
research. 
  Main role of geographical cases in F.D.I. but in present time we proved that 
which is presented we reviewed of below scheme to this course of were attract to F.D.I. in 
geographical cases 
i) Spread of  Roads (Km / Km2 area) 
ii) Spread of  Rail (Km / Km2 area) 
iii) Spread area of  Banks (Number of branches Km2) 
iv) Spread area of seas (decided parts of its which are large part to regular drive) 
v) Supply of electricity (per person) 
vi) Part of city population and valuable of light materials different paragraph that faith 
becomes that states which are Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Goa and 
Centralness states Delhi’s near U.P. and Hariyana are gather in it and Pandicheri is more 
development state base on factories. Punjab and Hariyana comes in this category because 
high price in their agriculture is more extra and went big part to these Centralness states 
of FDI without Punjab and Hariyana but these backward states likes UP and Bihar, MP, 
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Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Udiya and West Bengal, whole North East States 
become unsuccess to attract main parts of FDI. 
Scheme : 1 Each relationship among suitable FDI spreads area of Roads and spread area of bank 
and supply of electricity 
 
Things Each other relationship among suitable FDI and spread area of Roads, 
spread area at banks, supply of electricity of per person 
 
 Spread 
area of 
Roads 
Rails  Seas 
Harbour 
Electricity  Spread 
area of 
banks 
City 
population 
Co- Relationship 
 
0.3740 0.320 0.828 0.258 0.3872 0.607 
T15 1.562 1.309 3.919 
 
1.085 1.626 2.962 
 
Difference in both relation is cleared in 1st Scheme In which more effect on FDI geo graphical 
cases. It becomes clear right in scheme 1st that A guard relationship is presented as assertive of 
FDI of supply of electricity, Railways Road, Roads. but relationship is  so strong and seas 
harbour show a strong relationship that’s cause they one big power of FDI Attach play a gurd 
role to find light material. In places to choosing of investor it is very interesting to makes a note 
that very development states likes Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, AP., West Bengal, MP, 
Haryana, Rajasthan Kerala, Pondicherry etc. these are big parts to give its in fuel and power 
these are so because light it, natural gas, these are big area, to miles far away on seas corner and 
that’s cause to make will oil in practical class become FDI in Delhi and Maharashtra is big parts 
in communication, because in this sector platform of  FDI became easiest and FDI charmed in 
factories of traffics. Where was a strong base of automatic Vehicle factory it is clear that strong 
base stigma factory is in Udiya and Madya Pradesh. 
  According sources nature of suitable foreign FDI gives and extra sources, helps in 
money structure, in developing economics, in its growth and it is very powerful in foreign firms. 
It can do main role as assertive in nature’s solutions good techniques cause and letter 
management exercise and it is gathered also raised to may firms and satisfied of land’s related 
firms within time in host country. Employment is related to these factories which on simple ways 
FDI tax forgive poverty in this income can increase to good natures needs to cause of Negative 
Effective to economics view of country and to increase this permanent price of its, to help of its 
strong political order letters and to change in its currency it is hope that whole part of India is 
presented in economics  condition and to increase its all types for make a market despite of 
global lack of money in the world India could manage to charm good takes and to show his 
beginning positions management. 
Blow pass of highest taxes countries, India more growth in last fuel years because many 
inspirations gave by Indian Government blow speed of FDI of heights takes countries make on 
act to change his economical conditions since 1990 to increase in India by its in India FDI made 
profit to bring tax and mixed Risk to give obey it is that it transferred of technique and burned 
many opportunities of employments and developed in basic structure. 
Which countries provide to India FDI: 
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  Morishus, U.S.A., U.K., Netherland, Singapore, Japan, Germany, France, 
Switzerland, South Curie, UAI etc. that sector charms to FDI Tally Communication likes are 
services of Radio, paging, and basic telephone, chemical, stigma factory, food making factory, 
Traffic factory, medicines, drugs, fuels, electrical devices likes are electronic and computer 
software come. 
  Service area is gather in which economics, no economics? Materials of Jipsum 
and cement etc. 
 
Conclusion: Economical solution in India was 35% per one Hindu and it destroyed it as on 
equipment and growth side of economics growth. After solutions time FDI became a big 
achievement of blow speed FDI shared as unequal in many areas, in states to blow speed that’s 
cause its economic profit could not become in total country economics rolely FDI increased also 
courage of economics growth and increased also with it export and technical transfer but in the 
practice suitable foreign tax in India could not increase of progress of growth and not subtract to 
unequality of income. After solution time condition of economics growth of India did FDI solved 
also in this conditions.  
Become change in condition also increasing speed of FDI found high profit to 
scarified and high profit charmed suitable FDI to its details.  
Which profits become to growthing of FDI system of economic solution low in areas 
and to simply way and these areas saw qualities of study to this faith which West South charmed 
to keep FDI context of it back area which did not charm to central, eastern north east areas to 
FDI. In all some areas loss their first limited to relative conditions in really and in beside distinct 
and distinct  outside areas become different growth of FDI suitable, FDI blow speed. FDI 
dissimilar blow speed shows to module of FDI that it is a good basic structure growth and 
enough power and birth on feel. Which is Kingdom State belonged facilities and sea way’s near 
and big and small harbour which are developed and where economics conditions them In FDI 
gathered in some distinct importantly level and other side same did not mind on rural work area 
to charm FDI and their developed policy did to gathering limited in city area. Cause of it 
increased differently in city and rural area to it this conclusion can come that to char of foreign 
direct investment is a important policy. In areas development full total area it is not moneys 
devices to for very needed that passed way its deeply causes likes blow speed becomes in foreign 
investment. 
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